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A *-design is a family of v subsets (blocks) of a v-set such that any two distinct
blocks intersect in * points and not all blocks have the same cardinality. Ryser's
and Woodall's *-design conjecture states that each *-design can be obtained from
a symmetric design by complementing with respect to a fixed block. We prove this
conjecture for v=p+1, 2p+1, 3p+1, where p is prime.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
Let v and * be positive integers. A *-design E on v points is a pair
(X, B), where X is a set of elements called points and B is a collection of
subsets (blocks) of the set X such that (i) |X|=|B|=v; (ii) |A & B|=* for
any distinct blocks A and B in B; (iii) |B|>* for any block B in B;
(iv) there are blocks A and B in B such that |A|{|B|.
The notion of a *-design was first introduced by Woodall [15] and
Ryser [10]. They independently proved that in any *-design E on v points
there exist distinct integers r and r* such that r+r*=v+1 and any point
of E occurs in either r or r* blocks. The only known examples of *-designs
are those obtained in the following way. Let D=(X, A) be a symmetric
2&(v, k, k&*) design with k{2*. Let A be a fixed block of D. Form the
family B=[A] _ [A q B: B # A, B{A], where A q B denotes the usual
symmetric difference of A and B. Then E=(X, B) is a *-design on v points.
Any *-design obtained in this fashion is called a type-1 design.
The central problem in the area of *-designs is the *-design conjecture
due to Woodall [15] and Ryser [10]: every *-design is a type-1 design.
That this conjecture is true for *=1 is a classic result of De Bruijn and
Erdo s [6]. Ryser [10] proved it for *=2, Bridges and Kramer [5] for
*=3, Bridges [4] for *=4, Kramer [7, 8] for 5*9, Singhi and
Shrikhande [14] for any prime *, and Seress [12] for *=10.
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Woodall [16] stated (without proof) that a *-design on v points with
replication numbers r and r* is type-1 if and only if r(r&1)(v&1) or
r*(r*&1)(v&1) is an integer. Seress [11] contains some characterizations
of type-1 designs and also has a proof of the above Woodall characteriza-
tion.
Kramer [8] and Ryser [10] have shown that for a fixed value of *>1
there are finitely many *-designs, so only the results of De Bruijn and
Erdo s and Singhi and Shrikhande establish the truthfulness of the *-design
conjecture for infinitely many cases. In the concluding remarks of Woodall
[16] it is mentioned that a computer search verified the *-design conjec-
ture for v85.
We view *-designs as an extremal object in set theory. Let
[v]=[1, 2, ..., v] and B be a family of subsets (blocks) of [v] such that
any two blocks intersect in * (1) points. Then Majumdar [9] had
shown that |B|v. If |B|=v, then B is the block set of a symmetric
(v, k, *)-design or of a *-design. In the latter case we refer to the family
B as a *-design. In Theorem 1.1, using some elementary ideas from
Alon et al. [1], we give an alternative proof of the Majumdar result and
also of the Woodall and Ryser theorem on replication numbers of a *-
design.
If B is a *-design on v points, then the point set [v] is obviously parti-
tioned into subsets E and E* of points having replication numbers r and
r*, respectively. For any block A, we denote {A=|A & E| and {A*=
|A & E*|. In Section 2, we observe that if r>r*, then {A<*<{A* or
{A>*>{A* depending on whether |A|>2* or |A|<2*, {A={A*=* if
|A|=2*. This simple observation allows us to give an alternative proof of
the De BruijnErdo s theorem. In Proposition 2.1, we show that for any
block A, (r&1)( |A|&2{A)=(v&1)( |A|&*&{A). This equality implies
(Theorem 2.9) that if v=p+1, where p is prime, then any *-design on v
points has *=1 and thus a type-1 design.
Proposition 2.1 also motivates us to explore the truthfulness of the
*-design conjecture as a function of v rather than *. Let g be the greatest
common divisor of r&1 and r*&1. In Sections 36 (Theorems 4.1, 5.1,
and 6.1), we prove the *-design conjecture for g=1, 2, and 3, which implies
that it is true for any *-design on p+1, 2p+1, or 3p+1 points, where p
is prime (Theorems 4.1, 5.2, and 6.2).
Ryser [10] refers to a *-design which arises from a Hadamard
2&(4*&1, 2*&1, *&1) design as an H-design. He shows [10, p. 256]
that a *-design with replication numbers 2*+1 and 2*&1 is an H-design.
We prove (Theorem 5.1) a generalization of this result: any *-design with
g=2 is an H-design.
We think that the techniques developed in this paper will work in some
other cases, particularly, v=4p+1 and v=6p+1, p prime.
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1. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, we use [v] to denote the set [1, 2, ..., v]. We will
consider families of subsets of the set [v] which we call blocks. We call
elements of [v] points. We begin with an alternative proof of the non-
uniform Fisher Inequality [9] and the RyserWoodall theorem [10, 15].
Theorem 1.1. Let B be a family of subsets (blocks) of the set [v]. Let
* be a positive integer and suppose that any two blocks meet in * points.
Then:
(i) |B|v;
(ii) if |B|=v, then there exist integers r and r* such that
r+r*=v+1 and any point of [v] is contained in either r or r* blocks.
Proof. We will identify subsets of [v] with their characteristic (0, 1)-
strings of length v; i.e., consider any subset X of [v] as a point of Rv whose
ith coordinate is 1 if i # X, and is 0 otherwise. Then for any polynomial
f (x1 , x2 , ..., xv) of v variables with real coefficients, f (X) is a real number.
The set of all linear polynomials f (x1 , x2 , ..., xv)=a1x1+a2x2+ } } } +
avxv+c with real coefficients a1 , a2 , ..., av , c forms a real vector space P of
dimension v+1.
Let * be a positive integer and suppose that B is a family of subsets
(blocks) of the set [v] such that any two blocks meet in * points. If there
is a block A such that |A|*, then |A|=* and A is the intersection of any
two blocks of B. This implies that |B|1+(v&*)v. If |B|=v, then
*=1. We assume that A=[1] and then the other blocks are
[1, 2], [1, 3], ..., [1, v], so we can take r=v and r*=1.
Suppose now that |A|>* for any block A. For every block A, let
fA(x1 , x2 , ..., xv)= :
i # A
xi&*.
Then fA is a linear polynomial and fA(X)=|A & X|&*, for any subset X
of [v]. This implies that for any two blocks A and B, fA(B)=0 if A{B,
fA(A)=|A|&*>0. It follows immediately that the polynomials fA form a
linearly independent subset of the vector space P. We claim that the con-
stant polynomial 1 is not a linear combination of the polynomials fA .
Indeed, if we assume that 1=A :A fA for some real coefficients :A , then,
applying both sides of this equality to a block B, we obtain that
1=:A( |A|&*), so
1=:
A
(1( |A|&*)) fA (1)
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Applying both sides of (1) to the empty set, we obtain
1=A (1( |A|&*))(&*), a contradiction, since the right-hand side of this
equality is negative.
Thus the set [1] _ [ fA : A # B] is linearly independent. Since
dim P=v+1, this proves (i). If |B|=v, then the set [1] _ [ fA : A # B] is
a basis of P. Expand the monomials xi in this basis: xi=A :i (A) fA+;i .
Applying both sides of this equality to a block B, we obtain that
:i (B)=(1&;i)( |B|&*) if i # B, :i (B)=&;i ( |B|&*) if i  B. Therefore,
xi=(1&;i) :
i # A
fA
|A|&*
&;i :
i  A
fA
|A|&*
+;i . (2)
Applying both sides of (2) to the empty set and to the singleton [i], we
obtain
0=(1&;i)(&*) :
i # A
1
|A|&*
&;i (&*) :
i  A
1
|A|&*
+;i . (3)
1=(1&;i)(1&*) :
i # A
1
|A|&*
&;i (&*) :
i  A
1
|A|&*
+;i . (4)
Subtract (3) from (4) to obtain
:
i # A
1
|A|&*
=
1
1&;i
. (5)
Equalities (3) and (5) imply
:
i  A
1
|A|&*
=
1
;i
&
1
*
. (6)
Adding (5) to (6), we obtain that A (1( |A|&*))=1;i+1(1&;i)&
1*. Since the left-hand side of this equality represents a sum spread
over all blocks and thus not depending on i, the equality can be trans-
formed into a quadratic equation yielding roots ; and ;*=1&;. Set
E=[i # [v]: ;i=;], E*=[i # [v]: ;i=;*] and rewrite (2) as follows: if
i # E, then
xi=(1&;) :
i # A
fA
|A|&*
&; :
i  A
fA
|A|&*
+;;
if i # E*, then
xi=(1&;*) :
i # A
fA
|A|&*
&;* :
i  A
fA
|A|&*
+;*.
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Applying both sides of these equalities to the set [v] and denoting by
r(i) the number of blocks containing i, we obtain 1=(1&;) r(i)&
;(v&r(i))+; if i # E, 1=(1&;*) r(i)&;*(v&r(i))+;* if i # E*. This
immediately implies that r(i)=r=1+(v&1); if i # E; r(i)=r*=1+
(v&1);* if i # E*. To complete the proof, notice that r+r*=2+(v&1)
(;+;*)=v+1.
Remark 1.2. Result (i) is due to Majumdar [9]. Babai comments in
[2] that no proof of this result appears to be known that avoids using the
notion of rank.
From now on, we fix integers v and *, 0<*<v, and consider a family
B of subsets (blocks) of the set [v] such that any two blocks meet in *
points and any block has cardinality greater than *. If all blocks have the
same cardinality k, then the family B represents the set of blocks of a sym-
metric (v, k, *)-design. If B has blocks of different cardinalities, then the
family B is called a *-design on v points. Any *-design B has two distinct
replication numbers r and r*, r>1, r*>1, r+r*=v+1. The set [v] is
partitioned into sets E and E* of points having the replication number r
and r*, respectively. We set e=|E| and e*=|E*|, so e+e*=v.
If A is the family of blocks of a symmetric (v, k, k&*)-design, where
k{2*, with a fixed block A, then the family B=[A] _ [A q B :
B # A, B{A] is a *-design. (A q B=(A _ B)"(A & B) is the symmetric
difference of sets A and B.) This is the only known construction of
*-designs. Any *-design which can be obtained by this construction is said
to be type-1. The main conjecture of Woodall [15] and Ryser [10] in the
area of *-design is
the *-design conjecture: every *-design is a type-1 design.
For any symmetric (v, k, *)-design D, the parameter n=k&* is called
the order of D. It is well known [3, p. 92] that 4n&1vn2+n+1 with
v=4n&1 if and only if D is a Hadamard (4n&1, 2n&1, n&1)-design or
its complement, v=n2+n+1 if and only if D is a projective plane of order
n or it complement. This yields the following conjectures:
(i) for any *-design on v points, 4*&1v*2+*+1;
(ii) any *-design on v=4*&1 point is the type-1 design obtained
from a Hadamard (4*&1, 2*&1, *&1)-design. Ryser [10] refers to such
a design as an H-design.
(iii) any *-design on v=*2+*+1 points is the type-1 design
obtained from a projective plane of order * or its complement.
We will prove (Corollary 4.3) that (ii) holds for 2*&1 prime. The next
two theorems are known results and will be used in the sequel.
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Theorem 1.3. Let B be a *-design on v points with replication numbers
r and r*. If r(r&1)(v&1) or r*(r*&1)(v&1) is an integer, then B is
type-1.
Theorem 1.3 was stated without proof in Woodall [16]. For a proof see
Seress [11].
Theorem 1.4. For *4, any *-design is type-1.
Theorem 1.4 was proved by De Bruijn and Erdo s [6] for *=1, Ryser
[10] for *=2, Bridges and Kramer [5] for *=3, and Bridges [4] for
*=4.
2. Large, Small and Average Blocks
Let B be a *-design on v points. For any block A, denote {A=|A & E|,
{A*=|A & E*|, so {A+{A*=|A|.
Proposition 2.1. For any block B of a *-design B on v points,
(r&1)( |B|&2{B)=(v&1)( |B|&{B&*). (7)
Proof. We will use the same polynomials fA as in the proof of Theorem
1.1. Since fA=i # A xi&*, we obtain
:
A
fA=r :
i # E
xi+r* :
i # E*
xi&*v.
Applying both sides of this equality to a block B, we obtain the equality
|B|&*=r{B+r*{B*&*v, which implies (7).
Remark 2.2. The equality (7) can be also derived by two-way counting
pairs (i, A) where i is a point, A is a block, A{B, i # A & B.
Remark 2.3. The equality (7) can be rewritten as
(r*&1)( |B|&2*)=(r&r*)(*&{B). (8)
Definition 2.4. A block B of *-design B is called large if |B|>2*, small
if |B|<2*, average if |B|=2*.
The next proposition immediately follows from (8).
Proposition 2.5. Let r be the larger replication number of a *-design B.
(i) For any blocks A and B, |A|=|B| if and only if {A={B .
(ii) If B is a large block, then {B<*<{B* and |B|>2{B .
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(iii) If B is a small block, then {B>*>{B* and |B|<2{B .
(iv) If B is an average block, then {B={B*=*.
The following two simple lemmas will be used in the sequel.
Lemma 2.6. If all but one block of a *-design B are average, then B is
a type-1 design obtained from a symmetric (v, k, k&*)-design, where k is the
cardinality of the only nonaverage block of B.
Proof. Suppose B is a *-design on v points having a block A1 of
cardinality k{2* and blocks A2 , ..., Av of cardinality 2*. Set B1=A1 ,
Bi=Ai q A1 for 2iv. Elementary counting shows that |Bi |=k for
1iv and |Bi & Bj |=k&* for 1i<jv. Therefore, [Bi : 1iv] is
the family of blocks of a symmetric (v, k, k&*)-design. Since A1=B1 and
Ai=Bi q A1 for 2iv, B is a type-1 design obtained from this sym-
metric design.
Lemma 2.7. If a *-design B on v points has a block of cardinality v&1,
then *=1.
Proof. Let B be a *-design on v points with a block B of cardinality
v&1. Let i be the point that does not belong to B. Then any other block
of B contains i, meets B in * points and, thus, has cardinality *+1. Let
B$=[A&[i]: A # B, A{B]. Then B$ is a family of v&1 subsets of a
(v&1)-set, all of the same cardinality *, any two meet in *&1 points. If
*2, then B$ is the family of blocks of a symmetric (v&1, *, *&1)-design.
The basic symmetric design equation (v&2)(*&1)=*(*&1) implies
*=v&2 and thus all blocks of B have the same cardinality v&1, a con-
tradiction. Therefore, *=1.
We use the above lemmas to obtain an alternative proof of the
celebrated theorem of De Bruijn and Erdo s [6].
Theorem 2.8. Any 1-design on v4 points is a type-1 design obtained
from the complete symmetric (v, v&1, v&2)-design.
Proof. Let B be a 1-design on v points. Let r be the larger replication
number of B. Definition 2.4 and Proposition 2.5(ii), (iii) immediately imply
that B has no small block and {B=0 for any large block B. Therefore, all
large blocks are contained in the set E* and by Proposition 2.5(i) have the
same cardinality. Since not all blocks of the design B are of the same car-
dinality, it contains an average block. Suppose B has two large blocks
which meet at point j # E*. By Proposition 2.5(iv), every average block has
only one point in E*, so this point is j. Therefore all blocks must contain
j which implies |B|v&1, a contradiction. Thus, the family B has one
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large block B and v&1 average blocks. Lemma 2.6 implies that B is a
type-1 design obtained from the complete symmetric (v, v&1, v&2)-design.
The next theorem proves the *-design conjecture for v=p+1, where p
is prime.
Theorem 2.9. Suppose B is a *-design on v-points. If v=p+1, where p
is prime, then *=1, and therefore B is a type-1 design.
Proof. Suppose B is a *-design on v=p+1 points, where p is prime.
Suppose *2. Let r be the larger replication number of B. Since
1r&1<p, Proposition 2.1 implies that for any block A,
|A|#2{A (mod p). (9)
If A is a large block, then Proposition 2.5(ii) implies 0<|A|&2{Ap, so
(9) implies |A|=p and {A=0. If B is a small block, then Proposition
2.5(iii) implies 0<2{B&|B||B|p, so (9) implies |B|={B=p. We apply
Lemma 2.7 to conclude that *=1.
3. The Greatest Common Divisor of r&1 and r*&1
In this section we derive several formulas which will be crucial in the last
two sections. Let B be a *-design on v points with replication numbers r
and r*. Let g be the greatest common divisor of r&1 and r*&1. Since
(r&1)+(r*&1)=v&1, g is also the greatest common divisor of r&1 and
v&1 and of r*&1 and v&1. Throughout the remaining three sections, we
set p=(v&1)g. Since (r&1)g and p are relatively prime, (7) implies that
|A|#2{A (mod p) for any block A. We set
|A|&2{A=_A p (10)
and
s=:
A
_A . (11)
Equalities (7) and (10) imply
{A=*&
r*&1
g
_A . (12)
Since |A|&2{A*=2{A&|A|, we set _A*= &_A , and then
{A*=*&
r&1
g
_A*. (13)
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Since |A|={A+{A*, we obtain
|A|=2*+
r&r*
g
_A . (14)
Remark 3.1. Since we have selected arbitrarily which replication num-
ber is r and which is r*, any statement involving r, r*, e, e*, {A , {A*, _A ,
_A*, immediately implies the ``dual'' statement obtained by substitution r*
for r, r for r*, e* for e, e for e*, etc.
Lemma 3.2. If *{1, then for any block A, |_A |g&1.
Proof. If *{1, then Lemma 2.7 implies that for any block A,
|A|v&2. Since | |A|&2{A ||A|v&2=gp&1, (10) implies
|_A |g&1.
By two-way counting pairs (i, A), where i # A, and pairs (i, A), where
i # A & E, we obtain the equalities
:
A
|A|=er+e*r*, (15)
:
A
{A=er. (16)
Equalities (10), (15), and (16) imply: sp=A ( |A|&2{A)=e*r*&er=
(v&e)(v+1&r)&er, which can be rewritten as
sp=gp(gp&e&r+3)&(2e+r&2). (17)
Therefore, 2e+r&2#0 (mod p). We set
2e+r&2=mp. (18)
The dual equality is
2e*+r*&2=m*p. (19)
Adding (18) to (19), we obtain
m+m*=3g. (20)
Using (17), (18), and (20), we derive
s=g2p&g(e+r)+m*. (21)
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Equalities (16), (12), (11), and (21) imply
er=*v&(r*&1)(g2p&ge&gr+m*)g.
Using (20), (18), and the relation r*&1=v&r, we obtain
rg(mp&r+2)=2g*v&(v&r)(2g2p&mgp&gr&4g)+2m(v&r).
Putting gp=v&1, we obtain by routine manipulations that
(2r&v&1)(2m&3g)=g(4*&1&v).
Since 2r&v&1=r&r* and 2m&3g=m&m*, we derive
(r&r*)(m&m*)=g(4*&1&v). (22)
We hope that the next proposition might help prove that v4*&1, for
any *-design on v points and v=4*&1 for H-designs only.
Proposition 3.3. (r&r*)[2(e&e*)&(r&r*)]=(v&1)(v&4*+1).
Proof. Multiply both sides of (22) by p and use (18), (19), and
gp=v&1.
Lemma 3.4. If v=4*&1, then 2e+r=2e*+r*=6*&1.
Proof. If v=4*&1, then (22) and (20) imply m=m*=3g2. Therefore,
(18) implies 2e+r=3gp2+2=3(v&1)2+2=6*&1. The equality
2e*+r*=6*&1 is due to duality.
The next formulas follow from (22) and (18) by routine manipulations.
Lemma 3.5. If v{4*&1, then r=[(2g&m)(gp+2)&2*g](3g&2m),
e=[*g&(g&m)2p+g&m](3g&2m).
Remark 3.6. In the next two sections we will consider *-designs with
small values of g. Our main tool will be relations between parameters *, p,
r, e, m, s, _B , {B (and the ``dual'' parameters) described by Eqs. (10)(21)
and Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. If we fix a block A of a *-design B, then, under
some restrictions, the family
B(A)=[A] _ [A q B: B # B, B{A]
is a ( |A|&*)-design. The following proposition shows this and gives the
values of the above parameters for the design B(A). We denote these
values by *(A), e(A), m(A), etc.
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Proposition 3.7. Let B be a *-design on v points and let A be a fixed
block in B. Then
(i) B=B(A)(A);
(ii) if A{E and A{E*, then B(A) is a *(A)-design on v points,
where *(A)=|A|&*; B(A) has the same replication numbers r and r* of B;
e(A)=e+p_A ; m(A)=m+2_A ; if B is type-1, so is B(A);
(iii) if A=E or A=E*, then B(A) is the block-set of a symmetric
(v, |A|, |A|&*)-design.
Proof. (i) (i) is obvious.
(ii) If B and C are distinct blocks in B"[A], then (B q A) &
(C q A)=(A"(B _ C)) _ ((B & C)"A), which implies that *(A)=
|(B q A) & (C q A)|=|A|&*. Since |B q A|=|B|+|A|&2*>|A|&*,
B(A) is a *(A)-design or a symmetric design on v points. Point i # [v] has
replication number r in B(A) if and only if i # (E"A) _ (A & E*). If A{E
and A{E*, the set (E"A) _ (A & E*) is not empty and is not [v], so
B(A) is not the block-set of a symmetric design.
Further, e(A)=|E"A|+|A & E*|=e&{A+{A*. Using (12) and (13), we
obtain e(A)=e+p_A . By (18), 2e(A)+r&2=pm(A), which implies
m(A)=m+2_A. Suppose that B is type-1. Then there is a symmetric
design with the block-set E and a block C in E such that B=E (C). If
C=A, then E=B(A) which is not the case since B(A) is not the block-
set of a symmetric design. Therefore A q C is a block in E and B(A)=
E (A q C); B(A) is type-1.
(iii) If A=E or A=E*, then all points of [v] have the same replica-
tion number, so B(A) is a symmetric (v, |A|, |A|&*)-design.
4. *-Designs with g=1
The following result generalizes Theorem 2.9.
Theorem 4.1. Let B be a *-design with replication numbers r and r*. If
r&1 and r*&1 are relatively prime, then *=1 and thus B is type-1. In
particular, B is type-1 if v=p+1, where p is prime.
Proof. If r&1 and r*&1 are relatively prime, then (7) implies
|A|#2{A (mod v&1). Since 0<| |A|&2{A ||A| for any nonaverage
block A, there is a block of cardinality v&1, and, by Lemma 2.7, *=1.
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5. *-Designs with g=2
Ryser [10, p. 256] proved that a *-design with replication numbers
r=2*+1 and r*=2*&1 is an H-design. The next theorem generalizes this
result.
Theorem 5.1. Let B be a *-design with replication numbers r and r*. If
(r&1, r*&1)=2, then B is an H-design.
Proof. Let *-design B on v points have replication numbers r and r*
and let g=(r&1, r*&1)=2, so v=2p+1.
Suppose that v{4*&1. Then (22) implies that m{m*. We assume that
m<m*. Since m+m*=6, m2. Since r&1 is even, (18) implies that
m=1, so by Lemma 3.5, r=(3p&2*+3)2, e=(2*&p+1)4, r*=
( p+2*+1)2. By Lemma 3.2, |_A |1 for any block A. If _A0, then
(12) implies {A*>e. Therefore, _A=1 for any block A and, by Proposi-
tion 2.5(i), all blocks are of the same cardinality. Thus v=4*&1, and
Lemma 3.4 implies r=6*&2e&1, so r*=2e&2*+1. Since r2, we
obtain e>*.
If _A= &1, then (12) and (13) imply {A=e, {A*=e+1&2*, so A$E.
If there are two such blocks, then their intersection contains E, which con-
tradicts e>*. Thus, there is at most one block A with _A=&1. Since
v=4*&1 implies m=m*, we conclude that there is at most one block B
with _B*=&1, i.e., _B=1. Using (21), we determine that s=2e&4*+1.
Since s{0, we cannot have both A and B. Without loss of generality, we
assume that A is the only nonaverage block of B. Then s= &1, so
e=2*&1 and |A|={A+{A*=2*&1. Therefore, Lemma 2.6 implies that B
is a type-1 design obtained from a symmetric (4*&1, 2*&1, *&1)-design;
i.e., B is an H-design.
Theorem 5.2. If p is prime and *2, then any *-design on 2p+1 points
is an H-design.
Proof. Let B be a *-design on v=2p+1 points, p is prime, *2. Let
r and r* be the replication numbers of B. Since v&1=2p, the greatest
common divisor g of r&1 and v&1 is 1, 2, or p. If g=1, then *=1 by
Theorem 4.1. If g=p, then r#r*#1 (mod p), which is impossible since
r{r* and both r and r* are between 2 and v&1=2p. Therefore, g=2,
and we apply Theorem 5.1.
Corollary 5.3. If 2*&1 is prime, then any *-design on 4*&1 points is
an H-design.
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6. *-Designs with g=3
Theorem 6.1. Let B be a *-design with replication numbers r and r*. If
(r&1, r*&1)=3, then B is a type-1 design.
Proof. Let *-design B on v points have replication numbers r and r*
and let g=(r&1, r*&1)=3, so v=3p+1. By Lemma 3.2, |_A |2 for
any block A. Without loss of generality we assume that mm*, so
1m4. Since m{m*, (22) implies that v{4*&1.
Case 1. m=1. Lemma 3.5 implies e=(3*&4p+2)7, r=(&6*+
15p+10)7, so r*=(6*+6p+4)7. If _A1, then (12) implies {A
(5*&2p+1)7>e, so _A=2 for any block A, and, by Proposition 2.5(i),
all blocks have the same cardinality, a contradiction.
Case 2. m=2. Lemma 3.5 implies e=(3*&p+1)5, r=(&6*+
12p+8)5, so r*=(6*+3p+2)5. If _A0, then (12) implies {A*>e.
Therefore, _A=1 or 2. Since not all blocks are of the same cardinality,
there are blocks A and B with _A=1 and _B=2. Then (12) implies {A=e
and {B=(*&2p+2)5, so *2p&2. This in turn implies that r4. Since
r>1 and r#1 (mod 3), r=4, so *=2p&2, {B=0.
Thus, each point of the set E belongs to every block A with _A=1 and
to no block B with _B=2. Since each point of E must belong to four
blocks, _A=1 for four different blocks A. Let A1 and A2 be two of these
blocks. The equality (13) implies that {*A1={*A2=*+1=2p&1. Besides,
e*=v&e=2p+2. Since A1 $E and A2 $E, we have *=|A1 & A2 |=e+
|A1 & A2 & E*|. Therefore, |E*||(A1 & E*) _ (A2 & E*)|={*A1 *+{*A2&
(*&e), so 2p+22(2p&1)&( p&1), p3. Therefore, *4, and we refer
to Theorem 1.4 to conclude that B is type-1.
Case 3. m=3. Lemma 3.5 implies e=*, r=&2*+3p+2, so r*=
2*. If _A&1, then (12) implies {A(5*&1)3>e. If _A=2, then (12)
implies {A=(2&*)3, so *=2, and Theorem 1.4 implies that B is type-1.
Thus, we can assume that for every block A, _A=0 or 1. Therefore, s
represents the number of nonaverage blocks. By (21), s=3*, so the design
B has 3* blocks with _A=1 and 3p&3*+1 average blocks. Since not all
blocks are of the same cardinality 3p&3*+11, so p*.
Since e=*, any average block contains E and therefore the intersections
of average blocks with E* are pairwise disjoint. This implies the
inequalities (3p&3*+1)*e*, (3p&3*+1)*3p&*+1, 3p3*+1+
2(*&1). By Theorem 1.4, we can assume that *>3, and then 3p3*+1,
p*+13, p*. We obtained p* earlier, so *=p.
If _A=1, then (12) implies {A=(*+1)3, so p#2 (mod 3). Therefore
r*(r*&1)(v&1)=2(2p&1)3 is an integer, and Theorem 1.3 implies that
B is type-1.
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Case 4. m=4. Let A be a non-average block in B. We will show that
the design B(A) is type-1 and then, by Proposition 3.7, the design B
(which is equal to B(A)(A)) is type-1 too.
Since, by Proposition 3.7, m(A)=4+2_A , &1_A2. If _A=&1, 1, 2,
then respectively, m(A)=2, m*(A)=3, m*(A)=1, so the previous three
cases show that B(A) is a type-1 design. The proof of Theorem 6.1 is now
complete.
Theorem 6.2. If p is prime, then any *-design on 3p+1 points is type-1.
Proof. Let B be a *-design on v=3p+1 points, p is prime. Let r and
r* be the replication numbers of B and let r>r*. Since v&1=3p, the
greatest common divisor g of r&1 and v&1 is 1, 3, or p. If g=1, then
*=1 by Proposition 3.6, and B is type-1. If g=3, we apply Theorem 6.1.
If g=p, then r#r*#1 (mod p). Since 1<r*<r<3p+1, r=2p+1 and
r*=p+1. If p#1 (mod 3), then r(r&1)(v&1) is an integer. If p#2
(mod 3), then r*(r*&1)(v&1) is an integer. In either case, Theorem 1.3
implies that B is type-1. If p=3, then g=3, and we apply Theorem 6.1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2.
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